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Company: Saudi Networkers Services

Location: Saudi Arabia

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Job Description :

Conduct market research and provide high-level capabilities, solution approach (Build /

Buy decision) and costing (mostly through leveraging industry & technology research).

Deliver / review application design for the bank level new initiatives for an optimal solution.

Document necessary EA design and analysis work, possibly including project

postmortem documentation and metric collection.

Conduct technical peer review.

Proactively assess value and potential application of emerging technologies and

products.

Provides technical guidance to project team areas as appropriate.

Delivers application design for the bank level new initiatives.

Establish & maintain coding standards, & design templates.

Formulates and defines each system scope and objectives through research and fact-

finding to develop or modify complex information systems, and maintain smooth

integration between different systems.

Identify opportunities of improvements for existing systems.
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Defines, promotes and encourages the use of development best practices.

Provide technical session to improve development productivity or usage of latest tools /

technologies.

University degree preferably in Computer engineering/Information Technology related

discipline.

Masters looked upon favourably but not a pre-requisite

Desired skills with TOGAF, Zachman or other framework architectural modelling

techniques

Usage of architect / modelling tools like Erwin, Visio, SAP PowerDesigner, Mega,

ABACUS Avolution, Aris and/or Architect Certification would be an added advantage

Certification in at least one of the areas: Java, .Net, API, MW is a must.

5+ years of architecture, solution design and implementation experience in IT, with a

deep knowledge in a minimum of 34 years of the following technical disciplines in

banking applications or application development.
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